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systems with long-term applications. A 
biomimetic approach was used to under-
stand the functions and mechanisms of 
materials found in nature. Referred to as a 
biologically inspired design, adaptation, or 
derivation from nature, biomimetics was 
derived from ancient Greek words “bio-
mimesis;” “bio” means life and “mimesis” 
means imitate and permits one to mimic 
biological structures and develop mate-
rials, devices, structures, and processes 
inspired by nature.[3]

An example of a widely used biomi-
metic concept is plant-inspired structures. 
Plants have been considered a source 
of inspiration for several years. Initially, 
structures such as trichome surfaces and 
rinds of fruits were mimicked. Beyond 
macrostructures, plants have become 
promising contenders in providing eco-
friendly constituents that are converted 
into a broad range of nanomaterials, nano-
devices, and nanostructures inspired by 
micro–nanoprocessing systems. Through 
several techniques, primary plant ingre-
dients, such as cellulose, hemicellulose, 

and lignin, can be derived into nanocellulose, nanohemicellu-
lose, and nanolignins with divergent and controllable proper-
ties. Nontoxic metals and metal oxides can also be obtained by 
utilizing minor plant components, such as essential oils with 
high bioavailability, biocompatibility, and bioactivity.[4] Nontoxic 
chemical constituents of plants help eliminate or minimize 
harmful and polluting substances during nanomaterial syn-
thesis. In addition, bioactive and biodegradable compounds 
obtained from medicinal herbs are effective as an anticancer 
(taxol) and treating liver disease (silymarin).[5] Natural sub-
stances from plants not only produce zero pollutants but also 
completely decompose. Particularly, natural-origin compounds 
are readily available and do not require special chemical syn-
thesis processes. Their composition and chemical structure 
make them promising sources of natural substances.[6]

As shown in Figure 1, plants have micro–nanosystems that 
inspired the development of nanomaterials, from the surface 
level to the molecular level. Osmotic actuation of plant cells can 
make plants responsive and adaptable to the surrounding envi-
ronment. Plants are built from structures that can survive and 
regenerate faster than other organisms, enabling them to with-
stand predators and extreme weather owing to their sessility. 

Plants are anatomically and physiologically different from humans and 
animals; however, there are several possibilities to utilize the unique struc-
tures and physiological systems of plants and adapt them to new emerging 
technologies through a strategic biomimetic approach. Moreover, plants 
provide safe and sustainable results that can potentially solve the problem 
of mass-producing practical materials with hazardous and toxic side effects, 
particularly in the biomedical field, which requires high biocompatibility. In 
this review, it is investigated how micro–nanostructures available in plants 
(e.g., nanoparticles, nanofibers and their composites, nanoporous materials, 
and natural micromotors) are adapted and utilized in the design of suitable 
materials for a micro–nanorobot platform. How plants’ work on micro- and 
nanoscale systems (e.g., surface roughness, osmotically induced move-
ments such as nastic and tropic, and energy conversion and harvesting) that 
are unique to plants, can provide functionality on the platform and become 
further prospective resources are examined. Furthermore, implementa-
tion across organisms and fields, which is promising for future practical 
applications of the plant-actuated micro–nanorobot platform, especially on 
biomedical applications, is discussed. Finally, the challenges following its 
implementation in the micro–nanorobot platform are also presented to pro-
vide advanced adaptation in the future.

1. Introduction

Renewable resources continue to be the main focus of recent 
studies to provide eco-friendly, cost-effective alternative 
energy.[1,2] The demand for sustainable materials are high 
because they reduce the amount of materials required to develop 
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Minimal specializations of tissues and cells and well-organized 
sensing systems that can receive abiotic and biotic signals are 
built from cells. These movements are actuated by rapid chem-
ical reactions, and osmotic pressure differences allow plants 
to react rapidly to potential threats with appropriate responses 
(e.g., nastic and tropic movements), as shown in Figure  1A.[7] 
Plants also exhibit plasticity in their morphology and physi-
ology to adapt to variability within their environment, which 
has high sensitivity, responsiveness, and tolerance to chemical 

substances and physical properties affected by the environment. 
This characteristic indicates that plants have higher adaptation 
and flexible interactions with unpredictable weather conditions 
and extreme environments.[3] Pollen and spore production can 
withstand these environments; they are the most suitable nat-
ural micromotors for delivering genetic materials (Figure  1B). 
The surface roughness of plant cuticles inspired superhydro-
philic and superhydrophobic materials, as shown in Figure 1C. 
Furthermore, plants were also used as inspiration for energy 
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Figure 1. Classification scheme of micro–nano concepts and materials derived and inspired from plants and their biomedical application. A) Nastic 
and tropic movement contributes to bending–twisting and swelling–shrinking properties on plants influenced by osmotic actuation systems. Repro-
duced with permission.[8] Copyright 2018, MDPI. Reproduced under the terms of the CC-BY license.[13] Copyright 2015, Macmillan Publishers Limited. 
B) Natural micromotors contributed to drug delivery systems. Reproduced with permission.[9–12] Copyright 2004 and 2019, The American Association 
for The Advancement of Science. Copyright 2019, RSC Publishing. Copyright 2021, American Chemical Society. C) Plant’s unique surface roughness 
properties inspire hydrophobicity and hydrophilicity properties of tissues. Reproduced under the terms of the CC-BY license.[13] Copyright 2015, Mac-
millan Publishers Limited. Reproduced with permission.[14,15] Copyright 2017, Springer Nature. Copyright 2019, Wiley. D) Inspiration from the plant’s 
energy conversion and harvesting properties utilizing nanoparticles and adapted into biosensors with antibacterial activity.
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conversion and harvesting because of their ability to transform 
energy of sunlight into chemically produced organic energy 
and store it in the form of carbon through photosynthesis 
(Figure 1D).

Plants are sources of renewable materials, such as wood, 
resins, oils, and dyes for agro-based industries. The production 
of plants-based biofuels, like sugarcane and jatropha, are one 
of the alternative potentials to fossil fuels. In addition to their 
commercial worth, plants are beneficial because plants absorb 
CO2 and clean the atmosphere, water, and soil by absorbing sig-
nificant amounts of CO2 and heavy metals. In addition, plant 
nanostructures have exhibited significant potential for micro–
nanorobot development.[5]

Plants have different operations to humans and animals. 
However, this does not limit biomimetic adaptations to be used 
as inspiration across fields of science. Plant-based and plant-
derived materials are essential for building a plant-actuated 
micro–nanorobot platform that is safe, sustainable, efficient, 
eco-friendly, and highly biocompatible and can be produced 
and operated cost-effectively. These traits are advantageous for 
biomimetic technologies derived from plants at the micro- and 
nanoscale across several fields, including biomedicine. Here, 
we present a comprehensive overview summarizing plant-
actuated micro–nanorobots, including micro–nanostructures 
and systems on plants that can be adapted strategically through 
a biomimetic approach into emerging novel plant-actuated 
micro–nanoengineered materials for biomedical applications 
via the micro–nanorobot platform. Furthermore, we discuss 
how micro–nanostructures (e.g., nanoparticles, nanofibers and 
their composites, nanoporous materials, and natural micro-
motors) derived from plants are adapted into emerging bio-
mimetic biomaterials. We also investigate how micro–nano-
system properties of plants, e.g., surface roughness, osmotically 
induced movements (nastic and tropic), and energy conversion 
and harvesting that are unique to plants, can further become 
sources of inspiration for biomimetic studies. The promising 

and challenging aspects following the implementation of var-
ious organisms and fields are also addressed to provide better 
adaptation of plant-actuated micro–nanorobot platforms in the 
future, particularly in the biomedical field.

2. Biomimetic Approach

Biomimetics is more complex than can be derived from its ori-
gins. Understanding natural phenomena and the principles 
underlying their mechanisms is complex and challenging. Sev-
eral branches of science struggle to obtain maximum potential 
from nature and apply the concepts that may give advantages 
to science, engineering, and particularly biomedical aspects.[16]

Knowledge and competencies are essential for under-
standing and applying biomimetics. Experts from various 
scientific fields have systematically analyzed and transferred 
biological insights into technical applications through an inter-
disciplinary approach. Stepwise processes were used to develop 
biomimetic products. Figure 2 shows a schematic of the dif-
ferences between the biology push process (i.e., bottom-up 
approach), from the biological research question, and the tech-
nological pull process (i.e., top-down approach), which begins 
by formulating a technical challenge. After selecting a suit-
able biological model, the next step is to decipher and trans-
late the functional principles into an engineering-compatible 
language.[17]

The bottom-up biomimetic approach begins with a prom-
ising result of a fundamental biological model that is further 
implemented in technical aspects. The initial step is to analyze 
the biomechanical elements and functional morphology, fol-
lowed by quantitative analysis to better understand applicable 
structures, shapes, and functions. The next step is to separate 
the obtained principles from the biological model to create a 
new, original model. Abstraction and detachment are the most 
important and challenging processes in biomimetic projects 
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Figure 2. The biomimetic schematic approach used for adapting biological design into engineering application. Adapted with permission.[18] Copyright 
2008, WIT Press.
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to develop novel technical aspects. Successfully developed 
technical applications must be well understood by the project 
partner from other experts in nonbiological fields, and the tech-
nical implementation in the laboratory and in engineering can 
be analyzed for potential industrial establishment. The entire 
biomimetic process not only depends on biologists and engi-
neers but also forms a continuum in cooperation with other 
scientific and industrial partners and has to pass through sev-
eral iterative loops to obtain interim results.[18]

Through the top-down approach, biomimetics is sought to 
improve and develop innovations in already existing special-
ized products that might have previously been established in 
the market. For a successful top-down process, expertise from 
engineers and biologists is required to improve and develop an 
existing product as the center of cooperation. The first way to 
start the top-down process begins with an identification of tech-
nical problem. Its boundary conditions must be exactly defined 
so that biologists can find promising solutions to solve a tech-
nical problem. Several biological templates are required to 
render screening processes that suitable as concept provide on 
specific technical requirements. The results were then selected 
for deeper analysis, experimental exploration, and characterized 
based on their compatibility for the problem.[18]

3. Types of Micro–Nanostructures

3.1. Nanoparticles

There are several methods of synthesizing nanoparticles, which 
have been applied physically, chemically, and biosynthetically 
to improve the synthesis efficiency. There are three principal 
parameters for the green synthesis of nanoparticles. One is 
selecting a green or environmentally friendly solvent, second is 
choosing high quality of the reducing agent, and third is using 
a nontoxic stabilizing material. Typically, chemical methods 
are expensive when using toxic hazardous chemicals. These 
methods are responsible for various environmental risks.[19] 
Therefore, safer, highly biocompatible, and eco-friendly routes 
are preferred for synthesizing nanoparticles by consuming 
plants and microorganisms for biomedical applications.[20]

Phyto-nanotechnology has emerging potential to produce dif-
ferent nanoparticles by employing extracts from different parts 
of plants (e.g., leaves, fruits, roots, stems, and seeds),[21] and 
their phytochemicals act as a stabilizer and reducing agent.[22] 
Therefore, there has been significant development of greener 
routes to prepare nanoparticles as the demand increases. The 
three current green methods are plant molecular farming;[21] 
green synthesis of silver nanoparticles by using plant extracts, 
enzymes, bacteria, biodegradable polymers, and microwaves;[23] 
and gold nanostructures at room temperature using biodegrad-
able plant surfactants.[24]

Plant molecular farming uses in vitro cultured tissues of the 
entire plant as a synthesizer of desirable recombinant proteins 
and is economically feasible to be cultured in large-scale biore-
actors. Plants have already proven to be an outstanding alterna-
tive to phytomaterials and biomaterials through the exogenous 
and endogenous synthesis of nanoparticles. Therefore, this 
technique provides a solution for the production of metallic 

nanoparticles and therapeutic proteins (e.g., elastin, gelatin, 
collagen, recombinant anticancer monoclonal antibodies, and 
vaccines using green factories).[21]

Nadagouda et al. in 2009 developed a green synthesis of gold 
nanostructures at room temperature using VeruSOL-3, a natu-
rally occurring plant surfactant mixed with p-limonene, and 
VeruSOL-10, VeruSOL-11, and VeruSOL-12, which are individual 
plant-based capping agents free surfactants derived from castor 
oils and coconut. These techniques enable fine-tuning of mate-
rials in response to various stimuli (e.g., magnetic, electrical, 
optical, and mechanical stimuli).[24] Furthermore, greener tech-
niques were developed by Hebbalalu  et  al. in 2013 for the syn-
thesis of silver nanoparticles using polyphenols or plant-based 
sugar, biodegradable polymers, bacteria, and enzymes with energy 
sources from microwaves under ambient conditions. However, 
in addition to proven benefits, there remain inherent safety con-
cerns regarding degradability and movement that depend on the 
coating used and must be followed by toxicological tests.[23]

Numerous biological and physicochemical routes of nanopar-
ticle synthesis are divided under two discrete classes, as shown 
in Figure 3A. The first class uses the bottom-up approach, 
which generates nanoparticles through the self-assembly of 
atoms into new nuclei or smaller units, such as molecules and 
atoms. They possess nanoscopic dimensions that grow into 
particles, which can be employed in various chemical and bio-
logical methods. The second class uses a top-down approach, 
in which nanoparticles are formed by the size of the reduction 
method, i.e., a suitable bulk material is reduced into small units 
using appropriate lithographic techniques.[25] The use of sacrifi-
cial templates, block copolymers, and biomolecules (DNA, pro-
tein, and enzymes) has also been reported as green synthesis 
routes for nanomaterials. The synthesis strategy summary 
and basic growth mechanism of nanoparticle synthesis using 
plant extracts are shown in Figure  3B. The antifungal activity 
mechanism of TiO2 nanoparticles toward selected pathogens, 
including Aspergillus fumigatus, Arthrographis cuboid, and Asper-
gillus niger, is shown in Figure  3C. The results of antifungal 
activity in Figure 3D,E indicate that nanoparticles have effective 
antibacterial properties at specific dosages at various tempera-
tures and pH values.[26]

Nanoparticles can be synthesized from thoroughly washed 
and sterilized flowers, roots, tubers, and plant leaves, followed 
by drying at room temperature. The weight of the dried sam-
ples was measured and crushed. The powder was then mixed 
with Milli-Q H2O at the desired concentration and boiled with 
continuous stirring. The obtained solution was filtered, and the 
clear portion was used as the sample.[27] Table 1 shows plant-
assisted synthetic nanoparticles and their various roles in bio-
medical applications.

3.2. Nanofibers and their Composites

Cellulose has notable biomedical properties, including biocom-
patibility, low cytotoxicity, outstanding mechanical properties, 
superior chemical stability, and cost-effective. Excellent physico-
chemical properties can be obtained by tuning cellulose at the 
micro- and nanoscale. Therefore, cellulose nanocomposite has 
promising applications in biomedical, such as wound healing, 
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tissue engineering, 3D printing, drug delivery, and medical 
implants. Cellulose is the basic component of plant fibers and 
is enclosed by lignin and hemicellulose. Cellulose chains are 
arranged as fibrils in the plant cell wall, which assembled into 
microfibrils with a few nanometers of diameters. Top-down 
approaches have been used for the conversion of cellulose to 
various macro- and nanoscale materials.[66] The most used 
nanocelluloses are cellulose nanofibers (CNFs) and cellulose 

nanocrystals (CNCs), which have high strength and high surface 
area, and are isolated from cellulose fibers by mechanical fibril-
lation and acid hydrolysis, respectively.[67] High-pressure homog-
enization, grinding, ultrasonication, and refining methods can 
also be used to isolate CNFs.[68] CNFs and CNCs have different 
dimensions; CNF has an interlinked network of fibers 2–5 mm 
in length,[67] colloidally stable with diameters of 5–50  nm and 
a few micrometers, containing more crystalline material.[66] 
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Figure 3. A) Flow chart of general synthesis of green nanoparticles and their applications. Reproduced with permission.[26] Copyright 2021, Elsevier. 
B) The mechanism of nanoparticles synthesis using plant extract. Reproduced with permission.[28] Copyright 2014, IOP Publishing. C) Mechanism of 
antifungal reaction of Green synthesis of TiO2 nanoparticles. Reproduced under the terms of the CC-BY license.[29] Copyright 2018, Informa UK Limited 
(Taylor and Francis Group). D) Antibacterial activities of ZnO nanoparticles. Reproduced with permission.[30] Copyright 2019, Elsevier. E) The ZnO 
NPs bactericidal rates toward Escherichia coli and Staphylococcus aureus at various annealing temperatures and different pH values. Reproduced with 
permission.[31] Copyright 2020, RSC Publishing.
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The high aspect ratio of CNF resulting in shear thinning and 
thixotropic behavior.[69,70] Shorter CNC typically measures a few 
hundred nanometers in length.[66,67] Cellulose nanowhiskers 
(CNWs) are needle-like or rigid rod-like nanowhiskers with 
a width of 5–70  nm and length of 200–500  nm with a sulfate 
group at the surface. The morphology depends on the cellulose 
source and the characteristic properties of CNWs have high 

aspect ratio, superior strength, poor thermal expansion, wide 
specific surface area, outstanding bending strength, low den-
sity, and self-assembly in liquids.[71,72] CNWs have applications 
as emulsifiers, fillers, stabilizers, and thickeners in the food 
and pharmaceutical industries.[66,73] Nanofibers and nanocrys-
tals have been extracted from wood, rice straw, wheat straw, 
bagasse, banana, pineapple leaf, and cotton. Although there are 
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Table 1. Plant extract-assisted nanoparticles synthesis.

NP Plant Part of plant Precursor Application Ref.

Ag Tagetes erecta Flower AgNO3 Photodegradation of rhb dye [32]

Diospyros malabarica Fruit AgNO3 Antimicrobial, anticancer, and catalytic reduction of 4-nitro-
phenol (4-NP)

[33]

Morinda citrifolia Leaf, pulp, seed AgNO3 Antibacterial activity [34]

Annona muricata Peel AgNO3 Inducer of apoptosis in cancer cells and inhibitor for NLRP3 
inflammasome via enhanced autophagy

[35]

Ag-Fe Tamarindus indica Shell AgNO3, rGO, FeNP Photocatalytic degradation of toxic dyes [36]

Salvia officinalis Leaf AgNO3 and Fe(NO3)3 Catalytic capability for 4-nitrophenol reduction [37]

Beta vulgaris Root AgNO3 and Fe(NO3)3 Antifungal agents [38]

Gardenia jasminoides Leaf AgNO3 and Fe(NO3)3 Synergistic combinatorial antimicrobials activity [39]

Au Gelidium pusillum Leaf HAuCl4 Anticancer activity [40]

Hibiscus sabdariffa Flower HAuCl4 Antiacute myeloid leukemia [41]

Pimenta dioica Leaf HAuCl4 Anticancer activity [42]

Croton sparsiflorus Leaf HAuCl4 UV-protection, antibacterial, and anticancer agents [43]

Au-Ag Trapa natans Peel AgNO3 and HAuCl4 Cancer therapy [44]

Madhuca longifolia Seed AgNO3 and HAuCl4 Enhancement in wound healing bio-efficacy [45]

Citrus sinensis Peel AgNO3 and HAuCl4 Electrochemical determination of caffeine [46]

Rumex hymenosepalus Root AgNO3 and HAuCl4 Antimicrobial agents [47]

Cu Vaccinium myrtillus Fruit CuCl2, Cu(CH3COO)2 
Cu(NO3)2

Antimicrobial activity [48]

Citrus limon Fruit CuSO4·5H2O Antibacterial activity [49]

Cissus arnotiana Leaf CuSO4 Antioxidant and antibacterial activity [50]

Allium eriophyllum Leaf CuSO4 Antimicrobial and cutaneous wound-healing potential [51]

CuO Allium sativum Bulb Cu(NO3)2 Antimicrobial, antioxidant, antilarvicidal activities [52]

Annona muricata Leaf CuSO4⋅5H2O Enhanced photocatalytic performance [53]

Azadirachta indica Leaf CuSO4 Induce apoptosis against cancer cells [54]

Beta vulgaris Root CuSO4⋅5H2O Antibacterial and anticancer activities [55]

Pd Peganum harmala Seed Pd(OAc)2 Antitumor activity, antioxidant activity, antineoplastic agents [56]

Couroupita guianensis Whole-body Pd Cl2 Antibacterial and cytotoxicity effects [57]

Solanum nigurum Leaf Pd Cl2 Antimicrobial and catalytic activities [58]

Diospyros kaki Leaf Pd Cl2 Antibacterial activity [59]

Pt Ononidis radix - K2PtCl6 Anticancer activities [60]

Tragia involucrata Leaf H2PtCl6⋅6H2O Antioxidant, antibacterial, and mitochondria-associated apop-
tosis in HeLa cells

[61]

Peganum harmala Seed PtCl4 Antitumor activity, antioxidant activity, antineoplastic agents [56]

Phoenix dactylifera Fruit H2PtCl6 Toxic and protective effects in ccl4 induced hepatotoxicity [62]

TiO2 Withania somnifera,
Eclipta prostrata,
Glycyrrhiza glabra

Root Ti[OCH(CH3)2]4 Anticancer and antibacterial applications [63]

ZnO Artocarpus heterophyllus Leaf Zn (NO3)⋅6H2O) Anticancer and apoptotic activity [64]

SnO2 Parkia speciosa Pods SnCl4⋅5H2O Antioxidant and photocatalytic properties [65]
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limited studies on the use of CNF as reinforcements, existing 
studies suggest that nanofibers have the potential to disperse 
homogenously in matrices.[74] However, advanced polymer 
materials can show special functions accordance to external 
conditions. More scientifically, this behavior is similar to the 
biological intelligence observed in nature, termed smart poly-
mers or stimuli-responsive polymers.[75] There are three types of 
smart polymer: 1) shape memory intelligent polymers (SMPs), 
which can transform their shape in a predefined method from 
two different shapes under an appropriate stimulus;[76] 2) 
shape-healing polymers that are able to convert energy to repair 
damage autonomously or nonautonomously under external 
force without any involvement from humans to regain the ini-
tial properties;[77] and 3) responsive polymers, which are trig-
gered by stimuli from external, including temperature, light, 
electrical and magnetic fields, and chemicals.[78]

Cellulose crystallites, cellulose nanocrystals, microcrystal-
line cellulose, and hydrolyzed starch are the crystalline compo-
nents of starch obtained via hydrolysis to different extents.[79] 
Initial research on cellulose nanocrystals was initiated by 
Dufresne  et  al. in 1996, who performed an acidic hydrolysis 
method to isolate microcrystalline cellulose with diameters of 
approximately a few tens of nanometers.[80] Putaux et al. in 2003 
extracted nanocrystals from waxy maize starch sizes between 
15 and 40  nm in both diameter and length using the acid 
hydrolysis method.[81] Recently, cellulose nanocrystals isolated 
from potatoes,[82–84] peas,[85,86] and waxy maize[87–89] have been 
reported with various diameters in the range of 40–150  nm. 
This variation is thought to be because of the source of starch 
and its botanical origin.[90] Cellulose nanofibrils and nanocrys-
tals can be isolated from pure rice straw cellulose by sulfuric 
acid hydrolysis, mechanical blending, and 2,2,6,6-tetrameth-
ylpiperidine-1-oxyl (TEMPO)-mediated oxidation.[91] The 
TEMPO-mediated oxidation procedure is interesting because it 
produces the finest and most uniform nanofibers with a diam-
eter of ≈1.7 nm; however, it produces the lowest crystallinity. A 
strong acid such as sulfuric acid is typically used for cellulose 
hydrolysis, which is immediately followed by quenching with 
deionized water. To achieve higher cellulose concentrations, the 
suspension was centrifuged and the extra aqueous acidic solu-
tion was removed. The isolation of starch nanocrystals includes 
two prevailing processes, starch type and origin are negligible 
and both of are based on the acidic hydrolysis method. The 
first method, demonstrated by Dufresne et al. in 1996, included 
hydrolysis using hydrogen chloride, whereas the second 
method, described by Angellier  et  al. in 2004, used sulfuric 
acid.[87] Kaushik  et  al. in 2015 reported cellulose nanocrystals 
with a severely high concentration of Pd nanoparticles depos-
ited in enantiomeric chirals as catalysts for the hydrogenation 
of prochiral ketones in water at room temperature.[92] These cel-
lulose nanocrystals acted as the supporter and chiral source and 
delivered 65% Pd nanoparticle deposits, providing insight into 
the chiral induction mechanism.[93]

3.3. Nanoporous Systems

Nanoporous materials consist of organic or inorganic frame-
works that support stable porous structures derived from 

various natural plants. They were fabricated using a simple, 
cost-effective, and efficient ways.[94,95] To develop high-per-
formance energy storage devices that can meet sustainable 
requirements, various energy devices, such as electrical double-
layer capacitors, use carbon as the main active compound for 
electrodes. Carbon materials provide high conductivity and 
stability, cost-effectiveness, and efficient design. Therefore, 
the development of sustainable energy-storage devices with 
high conductivity depends significantly on the electrode mate-
rials used to produce activated carbon electrodes derived from 
plant biomass.[95] Chen et al. in 2014 developed novel nitrogen-
doped nanoporous carbon nanosheets derived from Typha 
orientalis. These high surface area nanosheets have abundant 
micropores and a high nitrogen content for an efficient oxygen 
reduction reaction (ORR).[94] The ORR is a vital reaction in life- 
and energy-converting system processes, such as biological 
respiration, fuel cells, and metal-air batteries.[96] The devel-
oped nitrogen-doped nanoporous carbon nanosheets exhibited 
similar catalytic activity in alkaline media, with the methanol 
tolerance level being higher than that of commercial 20% 
platinum on carbon (Pt/C). Additionally, it provides a simple 
method to synthesize excellent electrocatalysts, which is a low-
cost, simple, and readily scalable approach, because it is directly 
derived from biomass. These broad applications are expected 
to be applied in the fields of supercapacitors, lithium-ion bat-
teries, biosensors, gas uptake, and removal of pollutants[94] 
from biomedical device residues.

The fabrication process of the nanoporous carbon 
nanosheets (NCSs) is shown in Figure 4A. The flower spikes (b) 
of the T. orientalis plant (a) were collected, and the raw material 
(c) was processed under a hydrothermal process at 180 °C for 
12 h to form a carbonaceous hydrogel (d). By freeze drying the 
hydrogel, NCS aerogel was obtained and annealed in an NH3 
atmosphere at 800  °C for 2 h at a heating rate of 5  °C min−1 
and then cooled at a rate of 5  °C min−1, after which (f) NCS-
800 was obtained. Figure 4B-a–c shows representative scanning 
electron microscope (SEM), scanning transmission electron 
microscope (STEM), and high-resolution transmission electron 
microscope (HR-TEM) images of NCS-800. Elemental mapping 
of the nanosheets (Figure  4B-d–f) indicates that the products 
contain carbon, oxygen, and nitrogen. Figure  4C summarizes 
the proposed formation mechanism of the NCS-800.[94]

3.4. Micro–Nanomotors

Micro- and nanorobots are micro- and nanometer-scale devices 
that are beneficial to several fields, including the biomedical 
field. Their size became a particular benefit of these devices 
in healthcare, as it assists with minor invasive procedures of 
surgery and nontargeted therapies using chemicals and radia-
tion.[97] Various dynamic biological motors are available in 
nature, such as kinesins, dyneins, sperms, and certain bacteria 
that can convert energy from the physiological environment 
to mechanical force. Therefore, natural motors can efficiently 
perform autonomous motions and complex tasks. Therefore, 
artificial micro–nanomotors have been developed based on 
these natural motors. Self-propelled and fuel-based synthetic 
micro–nanomotors are well-propelled in diverse fluids. They 
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can complete various tasks that passive devices cannot, such 
as penetration of specific cells and tissues.[98] Therefore, these 
systems showed more practical applications in vitro and in 
vivo, exhibiting promising potential in biomedical applications, 
such as drug delivery,[99,100] biosensing,[101] cancer therapy,[102] 
imaging,[103] assisted fertilization,[104] and precision micro–
nanosurgery.[105] However, until recently, most of the micro–
nanomotors were chemically driven by hydrogen peroxide,[106] 
which causes oxidative toxicity and is unsuitable for biomedical 
applications. Therefore, there is a growing need to conduct 
research on micro–nanomotors using a biocompatible fuel as 
a power source, such as glucose, urea, water, a combination of 
magnesium with water, ionic zinc with gastric acid, and several 
external force-induced powers (e.g., magnetic fields, ultrasound 
waves, and light sources).[107]

Most of the framework materials of micro–nanomotors 
have issues regarding biodegradability and compatibility. 

Consequently, the body recognizes these synthetic micro–
nanomotors as harmful substances that may induce immune 
responses or inflammation.[108] Several approaches have been 
employed to improve biocompatibility and biodegradability, 
such as the use of novel framework materials, fuel sources, 
and biological components. Using eco-friendly sources for the 
motor, such as pollen, spores, and microalgae, is an attempt to 
increase the rate of biocompatibility and biodegradability.

Pollen grains and plant spores have emerged as mate-
rials with multiple applications in drug and vaccine delivery, 
removal of heavy metals, and as catalyst supports. Natural 
pollen and spore microcapsules act as a shell protecting genetic 
material from external impairment, mostly comprising the spo-
ropollenin and intine layers. The hollow sporopollenin exine 
shells provide some notable features, such as homogenous 
size, nontoxic nature, high resistance to alkalis and acids, and 
ability to withstand elevated temperatures, which are beneficial 
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Figure 4. A) Nitrogen-doped nanoporous carbon nanosheets derived from plant biomass preparation steps. a) Images of Typha orientalis, b) flower 
spikes, c) raw material for hydrothermal process, d) carbonaceous hydrogel, e) carbonaceous aerogel, and f) product NCS-800. B) a–c) SEM, STEM, 
and HR-TEM images of the NCS-800; d–f) carbon, nitrogen, and oxygen element mapping. C) Proposed formation mechanism of the NCS-800. Repro-
duced with permission.[94] Copyright 2014, RSC Publishing.
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for microencapsulation and controlled drug delivery and 
release.[109]

Their examples and properties are presented in Table 2.[107]

Pine pollen is widely distributed in nature and has unique 
three-cavity structure consists of a central cavity containing 
cytoplasm and two cavities of air sacs. Sporopollenin biopol-
ymers and lipids comprised most of the outer wall of pollen 
grains, and cellulose mainly composed the inner wall with sev-
eral pores below 200 nm in size distributed on the outer wall 
of pine pollen. Sun et al. in 2019 developed pine pollen-based 
micromotors (PPBMs) by encapsulating magnetic particles 
and medicines via vacuum loading. PPBMs are highly effi-
cient and inexpensive, with excellent permeability and renew-
ability. The fabrication of the PPBMs is shown schematically in 
Figure 5A. Natural pine pollen has low permeability, mainly as 
a result of its outer lipid-suppressing liquid uptake. The first 
defatting technique is to dispose of contaminants and reduce 
surface-connected lipid compounds, ensuing in multisized 
pores that in the long run beautify and facilitate the loading of 
the compound. Defatted pine pollen changed into uncovered 
to a vacuum (0.01 mbar) for 15  min after thorough blending 
with the magnetic iron nanoparticles and the drug. In addi-
tion to maintaining a uniform size distribution and complete 
microstructure, the resultant PPBMs exhibited an excellent 
magnetic actuation capability. This contrast demonstrates that 
the defatting step does no harm to the unique microstruc-
ture. Morphological remark of the pollen surface changes by 
defatting via SEM shows that the degreasing technique effec-
tively eliminates the lipid compounds attachment to the sur-
face and exposes higher-density of nanopores at the air sacs 
cavity to facilitate encapsulation. The enlarged SEM images in 
Figure 5B show the presence of iron attributed to the magnetic 
nanoparticles (Fe3O4), and the magnetization curves are pre-
sented in Figure  5C. Figure  5D shows the successful inherit-
ance of doxorubicin (DOX) through fluorescence microscopy. 
Propelled by the magnetic field, superimposed snapshots of 
moving PPBM illustrations on the tracking trajectories along 
predefined routes of a rectangle for rolling, triangle for spin-
ning, and square for tumbling modes are shown in Figure 5E 
under the closed-loop control system for navigated locomo-
tion, as illustrated in Figure  5F. The PPBMs then navigated 
the locomotion trajectories in fluorescence mode in distilled 

water along the predefined alphabet R, O, B, and T routes 
(Figure 5G).[12]

In addition to pollen, spores produced by a various plant and 
fungal species are common in nature. A complex 3D design 
of a spore’s primary function is to protect sensitive genetic 
material from extreme environmental conditions. Moreover, 
each unique structure enables easy spreading and diffusion 
by various media, such as wind and water.[111] This natural 
3D microarchitecture of spores is renewable and biocompat-
ible with highly efficient and reproducible processes. These 
fascinating features make them attractive bio-templates for 
the development of novel functional materials for biomed-
ical applications.[112,113] The preparation of fluorescent mag-
netic spore-based (spore@Fe3O4@CD) microrobots (FMSMs) 
includes a compound of facile chemical deposition, succeeding 
encapsulation, and functionalization strategies, as illustrated 
in Figure 6A. First, the pretreated Ganoderma lucidum spores 
have been magnetically encapsulated via way of means of a 
layer of Fe3O4 nanoparticles after chemical bath deposition 
under sealed ammonia conditions for 2 h. This process pro-
vides the FMSM with continuous remote magnetic propulsion, 
providing long-lasting propulsion with a variety of liquids. At 
room temperature, 3-mercaptopropionic acid in ethanol func-
tionalized magnetic spores and attached to carbon dots through 
carbodiimide chemistry. They provided tracking availability and 
a novel capability to target Clostridium difficile toxins and bio-
sensing functions by generating fluorescence quenching. The 
final form of FMSMs has a distinctive morphology, appropriate 
magnetic properties, exquisite red fluorescence, and selective 
targeting ability for real-time tracking owing to their fluores-
cence changes. Tracking is caused by the rotating magnetic 
field equipped with a fluorescence microscope and the rapid 
detection of toxins in practical samples. The SEM images of 
the original spores in Figure  6B show that the pollen had an 
oval shape with clear pores. Magnetic actuation for an FMSM 
includes spinning, rotation-translation, and tumbling. Here, 
B is the strength of the rotating magnetic field, f is the input 
frequency of the magnetic field, v is the translational velocity, 
denotes the rotation velocity, and the tilting angle between the 
rotation axes, and the direction angle is clearly illustrated in 
Figure 6C. The fluorescence motion trajectories of the FMSM 
in Figure  6D show the FMSM movement in distilled water 
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Table 2. Plant-derived micro–nanorobots and their properties.

Types Power sources Motion behaviors Carriers/motors Coating Function Ref.

Pollen-based 
micromotors

Rotating magnetic 
fields

Rolling, tumbling,  
spinning

Defatted pine pollen 
grain

Fe3O4 Anticancer drug Doxorubicin 
carrier and delivery

[12]

Spore-based 
micromotors

Rotating magnetic 
fields

Spinning, rotation-transla-
tion, and tumbling

Spore of Ganoderma 
lucidum

Fe3O4 Detect toxin of Clostridium dif-
ficile in patients’ stools

[10]

Microalgae-based 
micromotors

2 motile flagella Swimming Chlamydomonas 
reinhardtii

Modified angiotensin-con-
verting enzyme 2 (ACE2)

Binding and removal of S protein 
and SARS-CoV-2 virus

[11]

Microtubes Rotating magnetic 
fields

Drilling Calcified porous 
microneedles extracted 
from leaf of Dracaena 

marginata

Fe/Ti Camptothecin anticancer drug 
carrier and delivery

[105]

Helical 
microswimmers

Rotating magnetic 
fields

Corkscrew motion Spiral xylem vessel Ti/Ni Transporters [110]
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(DIW), phosphate buffered saline (PBS), Dulbecco’s modified 
Eagle medium (DMEM), fetal bovine serum (FBS), mucus, and 
intestinal mucus (Imucus) in a rotating magnetic field. Auto-
mated FMSM motion was also tested by visualizing various 
fluorescence trajectories in DIW (Figure 6E).[10]

Algae can be referred to as plant-like organisms that use 
carbon dioxide (CO2) to produce energy via photosynthesis, 
similar to autotrophic organisms, such as plants.[114] Algae 
have recently been used for wastewater treatment, but have 
not been used as active microrobots or to combat highly 
infectious viruses such as water contaminated with SARS-
CoV-2. Chlamydomonas reinhardtii was selected as model algae 
because of its attractive properties such as long life span, fast 

locomotion in various aqueous environments, easy large-scale 
production, and facile surface functionalization. Zhang  et  al. 
in 2021 developed angiotensin-converting enzyme 2 (ACE2) 
receptors that were conjugated on the algal surface using a 
click chemistry approach (Figure 7A,B). Specifically, the azide 
and dibenzocyclooctyne (DBCO) groups via the N-hydroxysuc-
cinimide ester reaction were conjugated into the ACE2 recep-
tors and the algae. The conjugated N3 on the ACE2 receptors 
then reacts with the DBCO on the algae effectively and forms 
an ACE2-algae robot. Immunostaining using Fluor488-con-
jugated anti-ACE2 antibody label on the green fluorescent 
protein (GFP) channel and Cy5 channel was carried out to 
envisage the ACE2 receptors successfully embed to the algae 
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Figure 5. Fabrication and characterization of PPBMs. A) Schematic illustration of defatting and vacuum loading steps in the fabrication of PPBMs. 
B) The superimposed image of Fe attributed to the magnetic nanoparticles (Fe3O4) by using the energy dispersive X-ray analysis (EDX) map and the 
SEM. C) Magnetization curves of the prepared PPBMs. D) Fluorescent images of PPBMs loaded with anticancer drug doxorubicin (DOX). Scale bar, 
200 µm. E) Illustration of the tracking trajectories along predefined rectangle, triangle, and square routes in the rolling, spinning, and tumbling modes, 
respectively. Scale bar: 50 µm. F) Closed-loop control system illustration for navigated locomotion. G) The locomotion trajectories of the PPBM in 
deionized water along the predefined alphabet R-, O-, B-, O-, and T routes in the fluorescence mode. Scale bar: 150 µm. Reproduced with permission.[12] 
Copyright 2019, RSC Publishing.
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surface (Figure 7C). The enlarged image shows the algal sur-
face covered by ACE2 receptors. Moreover, the unmodified 
algae incubated with fluorescent anti-ACE2 antibodies, com-
pared to bare algae, exhibited a negligible alteration in GFP 

fluorescence intensity. However, they showed a significant 
increase, reflecting the effective combination of ACE2 recep-
tors onto algae through click chemistry. The pseudo-colored 
SEM images of the ACE2-algae robot are further illustrated in 
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Figure 6. A) Preparation and potential application of FMSMs. The acquired FMSMs can carry out controlled locomotion in predefined tracks by 
observing the fluorescence change when BY being continuously driven in a rotating magnetic field. Swimming and fluorescence performance of 
FMSMs. B) SEM images of the original spores. C) Magnetic actuation of FMSM. D) Fluorescence motion routes of the FMSM in DIW, PBS, DMEM, 
FBS, mucus, and intestinal mucus (Imucus) under rotating magnetic field. E) Fluorescence routes of autonomous navigation of the FMSM in distilled 
water. From ref. [10]. Copyright Zhang et al., some rights reserved; exclusive licensee AAAS. Distributed under a CC BY-NC 4.0 license http://crea-
tivecommons.org/licenses/bync/4.0/. Reprinted with permission from AAAS.

http://creativecommons.org/licenses/bync/4.0/
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/bync/4.0/
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Figure 7D; the attachment of virus particles can be seen on the 
ACE2-algae robot. Figure  7E,F shows the fluorescent images 
of NL-20 cells infected with the virus treated with different 
densities of the ACE2-algae robot, cells treated by the ACE2-
algae robot, bare algae, static ACE2-algae, and cell wall-defi-
cient algae and treated by the ACE2-algae robot for different 
periods.[11]

4. Micro–Nanosystems Properties

Humans, animals, and plants have different “operating sys-
tems,” however they may have the same purpose or they may 
complement each other. Herein, we present the properties of 
micro–nanosystems from plants that can be used for fabrica-
tion with different applications.

4.1. Surface Roughness (Hydrophobicity and Hydrophilicity  
of Plants)

Compared to organisms such as humans and animals, plants 
show diversity in the structure and morphology of their leaf 
surfaces and provide multifunctional properties.[115] The hydro-
phobicity of the cuticle in the outer plant layer overcomes the 
physical and physiological problems related to an ambient envi-
ronment, stabilizes the plant tissue, and has several protective 
properties concerning nastic and tropic movement.[14] Plant 
surfaces containing cuticles exhibit hydrophobicity because 
they mainly consist of a matrix of insoluble polyesters called 
cutin and soluble lipids called wax, which vary among plant 
species and organs.[116] Cuticles prevent the leaching of ions 
from inside the cells to the environment to reduce water loss. 
A broad spectrum of plant surface structures has a significant 
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Figure 7. A) Illustration of the ACE2 receptor functionalized microalgae (ACE2-algae-robot). B) Illustration of the binding and removal of spike protein 
and SARS-CoV-2 virus on the ACE2-algae-robot. Zoom-in images show the surface morphology of the ACE2-algae-robot. C) Illustration of the viral 
removal by the ACE2-algae-robot by blocking the virus from penetrating into cells. D) i) before and ii) after contact with the virus. Scale bar: 200 nm. 
E) Fluorescent images of NL-20 cells infected with virus treated by different densities of the ACE2-algae-robot. Scale bar: 100 µm. F) Fluorescent 
images of NL-20 cells infected with the virus treated by the ACE2-algae-robot, bare algae, static ACE2-algae, and algae with cell wall deficiency. Scale 
bar: 100 µm. G) Fluorescent images of NL-20 cells infected with the virus are treated by the ACE2-algae-robot for different times (0, 1, 2, and 4 h). Scale 
bar: 100 µm. Reproduced with permission.[11] Copyright 2021, American Chemical Society.
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influence on particle adhesion. These properties can contribute 
to the advancement of tissue engineering, particularly for 
structures that require hydrophobic and hydrophilic surfaces. 
As shown in Figure 8A, there are several essential functions 
of the plant boundary layer on a hydrophobic microstructured 
surface. These functions include i) a transport barrier to limit 
uncontrolled water loss and leaching from interior and foliar 
uptake; ii) surface wettability; iii) antiadhesive self-cleaning 
properties (lotus effect) to reduce contamination, pathogen 
attack, and attachment and locomotion of insects; iv) signaling 
to provide cues about host-pathogen and insect recognition, 
and epidermal cell development; v) changes in optical proper-
ties; vi) mechanical properties, which include resistance toward 

mechanical stress and maintenance of physiological integrity; 
and vii) increase turbulent air flow over the boundary air layer 
to reduce the surface temperature. These properties exhibit dif-
ferent phenotypic traits for each species. The visual appearances 
of macroscopic structures on some plant surfaces, as shown in 
Figure 8B, are because of the different properties of the micro-
structures. For example, Magnolia grandiflora has smooth and 
glossy surface textures owing to the thin layers of cuticles, as 
shown in Figure 8B-i. For Dahlia sp. in Figure 8B-ii, the surface 
appears velvety because of the convex microstructures of the 
epidermis cells. Leucadendron argenteum leaves have a silvery 
appearance, as shown in Figure 8B-iii, caused by a dense layer 
of light-reflecting hairs. In Figure 8B-iv, Eucalyptus macrocarpa 
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Figure 8. A) Hydrophobic ultrastructure depiction of the most important function of the boundary layer on the plant surface. B) The macroscopi-
cally visible plant surface optical appearance and their microstructures shown on the SEM micrographs. C) Superhydrophobic and the self-cleaning 
surface of i–iii) Lotus (Nelumbo nucifera) from dirt by water and iv–vii) superhydrophobic structure of Salvinia sp. leaf with egg batter-like surface and 
schematic illustration of the air–water interface on dynamically hydrostatic conditions. Reproduced under the terms of the CC-BY license.[14] Copyright 
2017, Springer Nature.
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leaves and flower bud surfaces appear white or bluish, which is 
caused by a dense covering of thread-like wax crystals.[14]

Evolutionary optimized wettable or nonwettable surfaces 
may be observed in water and wetland plants, including the 
water-repellent leaves of a lotus (Nelumbo nucifera). The cuticles 
impart hydrophilicity through supplying a complete wet surface 
or water spreading in submerged water-growing plants and a 
few tropical and subtropical plants, respectively, as in pitcher 
plants (Nepenthes sp.). Furthermore, the plant cuticle plays a 
vital role in interactions between insects and microorganisms. 
It protects plants against overheating by reflecting radiation 
and heat transfer via turbulent airflow and convection.[3]

Lotus leaf surfaces are made up of randomly distributed 
micro-papillae (diameter 5–9 mm) covered by fine branch-like 
nanostructures with a concurrence that confers high water 
contact and slight sliding angles. This multiscale surface and 
hydrophobic epicuticular wax induce superhydrophobic and 
low adhesion properties. This structure imparts a self-cleaning 
property called the lotus effect allowing spherical water drop-
lets rolling on lotus leaves to easily pick up dirt particles and 
clean their surface.[117–119] Inspired by the lotus effect, several 
different composite approaches have been developed, including 
the construction of superhydrophobic self-cleaning surfaces 
with less water adherence by multiscale structural surface prop-
erties.[119–121] Considering this phenomenon, Lee  et  al. in 2009 
fabricated a superhydrophobic coating using isotactic polypro-
pylene (i-PP) surface gel-like porous structures with a water 
contact angle of 160°.[122] Duval and Gaboriaud in 2010 pro-
duced micro-to-nanoscale fibers or particles using the electro-
hydrodynamic (EHD) technique, a multipurpose and effective 
method.[123] Darmanin and Guittard in 2015 used the EHD 
method to prepare lotus-leaf-like microspheres and nanofibers 
with a superhydrophobic porous composite structure, which 
increased the surface roughness and contributed to the super-
hydrophobicity and 3D network to reinforce the composite film 
formed by interweaving nanofibers.[124]

The wettability, large surface area, flexibility, and superhy-
drophobic films of lotus leaves inspired Xu  et  al. to produce 
a thermal dispersion of silver nanoparticles to design a flex-
ible hemisphere arrangement and modify it with 1-dode-
canethiol.[125] The stratification of the acquired biomimetic film 
is identical to that of natural lotus leaves, consisting of hierar-
chical micro–nanostructures and large water contact and small 
sliding angles that provided remarkable superhydrophobicity 
and good flexibility for this type of biomimetic polymer film.[16] 
Some plant leaves exhibit superhydrophilicity if the contact 
angle with water is smaller than 108°, such as in pitcher plants. 
Plant surfaces can absorb water or spread it over their surfaces. 
Examples of leaves with water-absorbing porous surface struc-
tures are shown in Figure  8C. The structures of these plant 
surfaces can be used to develop adhesive or sticky characteris-
tics.[3] Some plants, such as Nephentes, have slippery wax layers 
to capture and retain insects on their pitcher-like leaves to trap 
and digest insects.[126,127] A layer of 3D wax platelets caused a 
slippery zone in the pitcher-like tube above the digestive area 
in these species. Wax plays a critical role in prey trapping and 
retention[128] because they cannot attach to and walk on these 
waxy surfaces. The structure can develop surface characteristics 
with a self-cleaning ability and drag reduction.[3]

Several plants have hairs (also known as trichomes) on their 
surface. The hairs are found on most flowering plants, some 
conifers, and moss aerial surfaces.[129] The structures of these 
hairs are often complex and have different functions from one 
plant to another.[130] Some plants in dry habitats appear white 
because of their densely covered, air-filled hair that reflects vis-
ible light. They can affect water loss and surface wettability. 
However, it also acts as an anchor for seed dispersal. Some 
hairs form hook-like structures for climbing purposes, such 
as the kidney shoots (Phaseolus vulgaris) and Cynoglossum offici-
nale.[129,130] These hook-like structures inspired the invention of 
Velcro in 1955. Velcro is derived from velour (velvet) and cro-
chet (hook). It originated from the observation on the fruits of 
the burdock plant consisting of hooks, and their spines were 
tipped with tiny loops that stick out from the seeds and pro-
vide a hook-and-loop construction, which can grip or release 
instantly with minimal force. One side had stiff hooks as burs 
and the other had loops in the fabric.[3]

4.2. Nastic and Tropic Movements based on Osmotic Actuation

Plants provide an excellent source of inspiration for internal 
movements and are widely recognized as an example of low 
power consumption and energy efficiency. This concept origi-
nates from plant survival and adaptive growth in challenging 
dynamic environments, combined with a high actuation force 
and a rich movement repertoire. Plants tune their stiffness 
and achieve macroscopic movement to coordinate and perform 
reversible intracellular turgor modulation (pressure). Turgor, 
known as the uptake of water by cells, generates pressure cre-
ated by water or solvent flux sustained by the osmotic pressure 
difference between the osmotic potentials inside and outside 
the cell. Water flux occurs through an osmotic membrane, 
so the plant adaptively responds to environmental stimuli.[131] 
Plants extensively employ osmotically generated pressure gra-
dients for water and solution supporter and transporter,[132] 
and also to change turgor inside different cells in response to 
external stimuli has evolved in certain specialized plants. The 
opening and closing of guard cells in leaves or the swift nastic 
motions of Mimosa pudica in response to touch via clusters of 
motor cells called pulvini, making it sensitive to stimuli, are 
actuated by these turgor shifts. The use of osmotic gradients 
to accomplish mechanical work inspired by the plants, an 
osmosis-driven device with a high osmolarity could serve as a 
method to liberate potential energy from the chemical liquid 
through pressure generation, simply by watering the device. 
Furthermore, some studies on the dynamics of osmotically 
driven pressure generation have been conducted due to the 
potential usefulness of this information for actuating shape-
changing materials.[133]

Plants utilize elastic energy to move swiftly, which is released 
by swelling and shrinking, resulting in a snap–buckling mech-
anism (observed in Dionaea muscipula). Lunni  et  al. in 2020 
investigated hygroscopic bistable structures using electrospin-
ning to develop a mechanism.[134] Plants are also a source of 
inspiration for the development of innovative biorobotic sys-
tems based on the synergistic integration of structural and mul-
tifunctional material properties, as demonstrated by Sinibaldi 
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and Mazzolai in 2020. They developed the dynamic behavior 
of two exemplary embodiments of an osmotic actuator model 
based on the osmotic principle in soft biorobotics.[131] The 
osmotic pressure gradient creates a critical driving force by 
separating compartments with different solute concentrations 
across a semipermeable membrane. If the one side volume 
expansion of the membrane is limited, the established con-
centration gradient will create a pressure gradient. Using an 
osmotically swollen hydrogel compartment in a micropump, 
Good  et  al. in 2007 examined and modeled liquid displace-
ment.[135] In addition, the movement mechanism of carnivo-
rous underwater traps (Aldovandras vesiculosa) is because of 
tissue’s swelling and shrinking around the midrib, rather than 
mechanical buckling in Dionaea muscipula. Rapid plant move-
ment results from tropical and nastic movements controlled by 
osmotic pressure, causing the tissues to swell and shrink based 
on the environment.[136] This factor shows that osmotic pres-
sure is closely related to the bending–twisting and swelling–
shrinking properties of plants.

4.3. Bending–Twisting and Swelling–Shrinking Properties

Plant tissues are composite materials consisting of hierarchical 
structures, many of which exhibit high stiffness, strength, and 
resilience like in woods. Some also show rapid fluid move-
ments like in carnivorous plants. In a controlled manner on 
some plants, dead tissues can change shape according to 
external conditions, such as temperature or humidity.[137,138] 
Some plants like the Venus flytrap exhibit fast and fluid move-
ments due to leaf lobes contracting during the closure. The 
entire leaf’s shape changes from convex to concave, purposing 
a mechanically bistable structure with two stable states (open-
close configurations and intermediate states). Controlled action 
by swelling and shrinking motor cells surrounding the midrib 
of an Aldovandras vesiculosa trap shows reversible movements 
when closing and opening the traps. Furthermore, rapid cata-
pulting movements exhibited by Sundew (Drosera glanduligera) 
are caused by two possible mechanisms: 1) the hydraulic pres-
sure change caused by rapid transport of water or 2) sudden 
loss of turgor pressure. However, this catapulting movement is 
irreversible. Mimosa pudica exhibits a fast, protective response 
to external stimuli, such as the leaves closing and pulvinus 
bending stimulated by a change in turgor pressure increasing 
the water potential in the extensor cells and water loss in flexor 
cells, hence the leaflet then folds up and ensnaring the trapped 
prey.[136] These examples show that changes in osmotic pres-
sure can affect certain plants’ bending–twisting and swelling–
shrinking movements.

The distinction in shape actuates movement of dispersion 
and mobility of seed that is assisted by wheat awns attached 
to the seed. The cellulose fibrils on a single awn are parallel 
and randomly oriented to each other. This is causing differen-
tial swelling on awn’s side, resulting in a reversible bending 
by the change in humidity. Repeated differences in humidity 
from the day/night temperature changes push the seed into 
the soil.[137] The tension of wood fibers at the upper parts of 
hardwoods branches is another example of shape change.[138] 
Sidorenko et al. in 2007 developed a hydrogel matrix embedded 

with stiff parallel silicon needles to set the movement in com-
posite mimicking plant cells.[139] The presence of undeformable 
elements hinder the isotropic swelling of the matrix and the gel 
resulting in anisotropic deformation.[3]

4.4. Energy Conversion and Harvesting by Chloroplast

The detection of electrical potential within plants while 
decreasing carbon dioxide (CO2) and keeping the surrounding 
temperature makes plants a valuable alternative energy source 
considering the energy crisis and environmental concerns. The 
fundamental properties of trees as renewable energy sources 
have become a critical study area.[140] Chloroplasts trap the 
sunlight radiation energy and conserve some of it in a stable 
chemical form. The energy produced by light-dependent reac-
tions is subsequently used to reduce inorganic carbon dioxide 
to organic carbon in the sugar form.[141]

Several energy conversing and harvesting techniques have 
been adapted for plants. First, using electrostatic, piezoelectric, 
and electromagnetic transducers, the energy from any mechan-
ical movement, such as motion and vibration, emits kinetic 
energy and can be converted into electrical energy.[142–144] An 
example of a piezoelectric transducer (PZT) is to cause twisting 
in any movement or tremors[145] on the piezoelectric capacitor 
to generate voltages. The higher the vibration frequency, the 
higher the amount of energy generated. The harvesting effi-
ciency can be improved by matching the appropriate battery 
structure[146] and material[147] of the PZT. This device is known 
as a micromachine (≈1–10 mm) that produces low power. Elec-
trical polarization behaviors are produced by any deformation 
or bending of PZT crystals, which can be expressed by mechan-
ical and electrical equations.[140] Energy harvesting is one of the 
most exciting applications of piezoelectric materials, for both 
bulk materials and nanostructures. Wearable or implantable 
energy-harvesting devices development can generate electrical 
power produced by the vibrations related to biofluid fluxes 
or body movement, which are vital to empower biomedical 
devices. An example is the piezoelectric application of zinc 
oxide (ZnO) nanoparticles as biosensors because ZnO nanopar-
ticles are widely known for their antibacterial activity.[141]

Second, the energy from sunlight can generate electricity 
by jumping electrons over the material and moving them via 
a wire. Instead, plant cells absorb light energy and displace it 
chemically into a protein. There is an energy source called a 
photon that can carry electromagnetic forces. Free electrons 
and holes are formed when atoms in the cathode (N-type sil-
icon) absorb photons of light by releasing electrons; thus, it 
provides sufficient energy to jump out of the reduction zone. 
Electrons flowed through the wire, connecting the cathode to 
the anode (p-type silicon). There are four steps in the process of 
converting light into electric current in organic solar cells that 
became an inspiration to develop photovoltaic cells: i) forming 
an excited state or electron–hole pair (exciton) by absorbing 
photons; ii) diffusion of the exciton in a region, where iii) the 
separation of charge is occurring; and iv) supplying a direct 
current to the consumer loads, the charge is transported to the 
anode (holes) and cathode (electrons).[148] Solar energy indi-
rectly has vast potential for harvesting energy from trees that 
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grow in the direction of sunlight. If this photovoltaic system is 
installed on a plant, the collection rates of sun irradiance can 
be obtained more frequently because most plants always point 
to the sun, and thus a solar tracker will no longer be needed. 
Solar cells with built-in harvesting leaves have been success-
fully applied in indoor environments.[149]

Finally, the energy from the electrode potential, which acts as 
a terminal completing the circuit, plays a vital role in the plant 
energy harvesting system. Oxidation and reduction of the elec-
trode, built with the correct materials and a suitable medium, 
can generate an appropriate amount of energy.[140] Living plants 
can also be used as renewable energy resources using spe-
cific techniques. The first technique is a plant-microbial fuel 
cell (P-MFC), a biological fuel cell with a bioelectrochemical 
system that transforms energy when microbes move from 
natural electron acceptors, e.g., oxygen and nitrate, to an insol-
uble acceptor MFC anode. The system included an anaerobic 
anode chamber and an aerobic cathode chamber. These two 
chambers are secluded by an anion exchange membrane or 
a proton exchange membrane. The oxidation of the substrate 
in the anode chamber is transferred to the cathode after the 
release of electrons through the outlying wire with a resistor 
containing a conductive material. Electrons move to the anode 
via direct electron transfer,[150] electron mediators, or shut-
tles.[151] The second technique is the living plant bio-energy fuel 
cell, which uses voltage differences to monitor plant activity. 
Tress have electrical properties,[152] making them an exciting 
energy harvesting source; the electrical properties are thought 
to be because of the “streaming potential” mechanism.[153] This 
is because of the pressure gradient (flow of liquid) through a 
charged capillary, membrane, plug, or diaphragm, which has a 
potential difference at zero current produced by the convective 
flow of charge.[154]

Over the few decades behind, significant attention is received 
by the photocatalysis and electrocatalysis, owing to the demand 
for sustainable medical technologies. The approaches of photo- 
and electrocatalysts rely on electronic excitation, and the per-
formance rely on the ability to create electron (e–) hole (h+) 
pairs that consecutively lead the chemical reactions with other 
compounds via oxidative (e.g., 2H2O(l)/O2(g) + 4H+ (aq) + 4e–) 
and reductive reactions (e.g., 2H+ (aq) + 2e–/H2(g)). Several 
advanced nanomaterial-based photo- and electrocatalysts have 
been synthesized and reported and provide large surface-to-
volume effects, numerous catalytically active sites, quantum 
size effects, and high stability advantages. These are consid-
ered as promising for energy and environmental applica-
tions, including photo- and electro water splitting to produce 
hydrogen (H2) and carbon dioxide (CO2) conversion. Further-
more, they are used for water treatment and disinfection in the 
fuel industry, air purification, and self-cleaning surfaces.[155]

5. Fabrication and Application in Biomedical 
Engineering
5.1. 3D and 4D Bioprinting

De Focatiis and Guest in 2002 developed a simple model using 
tree leaves deployed with different assembly arrangements to 

produce polygonal foldable membranes for deployable struc-
tures. These novel fold patterns were presented in a preliminary 
study for biomimetic thin membrane structures to extend the 
folding of natural structures, such as leaves, into engineering 
architectures.[156] Inspired by Dionaea  muscipula or Venus 
flytrap, Lee  et  al. in 2010 developed a swelling-induced snap-
buckling jumping microgel device that can generate high-speed 
actuation and effectively incorporate the elastic stability of the 
stored energy produced to rapidly release it from the device. In 
this actuation, the device can jump by itself, and through capil-
lary action, the solvent used fills all the microfluidic networks 
in the device. Even after the solvent encircle the legs evaporates, 
the embedded microfluidic channels are still filled with solvent, 
resulting in outward bending of the legs, making them ready to 
jump. Then, the snap-buckling motion through the de-swelling 
process brings the legs back to their original shape as the sol-
vent further evaporates. The fast movement produces sufficient 
force to jump out of the initial field of view.[157]

Bassik  et  al. in 2010 reported hydrogel bilayers as hinges 
(Figure 9A), designed to resemble the structure of a Venus fly-
trap, to actuate integrated actuator structures, and a straight-
forward design entirely fabricated by polymers that are mostly 
composed of rigid polymeric SU-8 panels. The workflow starts 
from the lithographic fabrication of bilayer structures composed 
of poly (ethylene oxide) diacrylate/N-isopropylacrylamide-acrylic 
acid (PEODA/NIPAm-AAc) and was prepared by spin coating 
a PEODA solution (solution 1). Solution 2 (NIPAm-AAc) was 
then put on the top of solution 1. The polymerized patterns 
then washed by the ethanol and are developed. The hydrogel 
bilayer was placed in aqueous solution 1 under a specific pH 
and ionic strength (IS) until equilibrium was reached. It was 
then transferred into solution 2 with different pH IS values 
compared to solution 1. This treatment causes the NIPAm-AAc 
(gel 1) to swell in response to the solution changes, whereas 
PEODA (gel 2) is not swelling and causing the fold of the 
bilayer. Transferring the bilayer into solution 1 causes gel 1 to 
deswell, and the bilayer unfolds in response to environmental 
changes. Exposing the bilayer gel on the solution at pH 7.8 at 
an ion strength of 0.2 m will achieve reversible folding over 
several minutes. The original solution (pH 7.8; IS 0.2 m) was 
then introduced to reach maximum swelling and accordingly 
unfold the bilayer by repeating it over five cycles. The revers-
ibility of folding for more than 15 cycles makes the bilayer gel 
a highly biocompatible, eco-friendly, polymeric, self-assembling 
instrument that has potential applications in medical and bio-
logical fields, particularly in 3D cell culture, drug delivery, and 
noninvasive microsurgery.[158] The biomedical applications of 
the plant-derived biomimetic biomaterials are summarized in 
Table 3.

Yoon et al. in 2014 developed similar structures, but pointed 
at functional applications, such as self-folding polymeric micro-
capsules, untethered microgrippers, and thermally steered 
micromirror systems.[159] Wei  et  al. in 2014 reported a novel 
strategy to achieve programmable shape-changing of hybrid 
hydrogel sheets by modulating the mechanical properties of the 
in-plane and out-of-plane mismatches. The results from both 
experiments and computational analysis show that the shape 
changes of hybrid hydrogel sheets exhibit rich properties (e.g., 
movement direction, axis, and chirality) and multipurpose 
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Figure 9. Biomedical application of plant-derived micro–nanoengineered biomaterial. A) Photopatterned actuators, composed of stimuli-responsive 
hydrogel bilayers made from N-isopropyl-acrylamide (NIPAm), acrylic acid (AAc), and poly-ethylene oxide diacrylate (PEODA) showed average swelling 
ratio of the hydrogel peaked at pH 7, 8 and IS 1,1 m. Reproduced with permission.[158] Copyright 2010, Elsevier. B) There are many kinds of micromotor 
for drug delivery. Green cells show that the pollen micromotor successfully delivered the drug and after releasing it, the cells are dead shown by the 
red color. Microdaggers also show anticancer activity after releasing anticancer drug successfully shown by the lysis of the cancer cells. Reproduced 
with permission.[105] Copyright 2016, Wiley. Reproduced with permission.[12] Copyright 2018, Wiley. C) a–d) The microstructures of the controlled surface 
wettability and (e) shows the shapes of water droplets correspond to the four states of microstructures. Reproduced with permission.[15] Copyright 2019, 
Wiley. D) Temperature-sensitive hierarchical micro–nanowrinkles SMP. Reproduced with permission.[180] Copyright 2017, RSC Publishing. E) Withania 
somnifera–Eclipta prostrata-doped TiO2-NP exhibited good antibacterial activity against both gram-positive and gram-negative bacteria and as the 
concentration increases, cell viability decreases which in turn increases the anticancer activity. Reproduced with permission.[63] Copyright 2020, Wiley.
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adjustability through various external stimuli, material prop-
erties, and pattern geometry. This study provides guidance for 
designing more precise and complex shape transformations of 
soft materials.[161] These shape-changing hydrogels are prom-
ising because of their adjustable responsiveness to external 
stimuli, such as temperature, light, humidity, electric current, 
pH, and ionic strength disparity.[161] These hybrid hydrogels 
have several potential applications in soft robotics,[172] as self-
healing materials,[173,174] drug delivery,[175] bioreactors,[176] actua-
tors,[177] and 3D cell culture.[178] The biomedical applications of 

plant-inspired micro–nanoengineered biomaterials are summa-
rized in Figure 9.

Plant-based natural polymers meet the requirements of novel 
biomaterials with desirable properties for various engineering 
processes that require minimal chemical processing for indus-
trial applications. Plant scaffolds have a significant advantage: 
they are easy to make and manipulate, pliable, and easily cut, 
fashioned, rolled, or stacked to form a range of different sizes 
and shapes. They are also renewable, easy to mass produce, and 
cost-effective.[179]
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Table 3. Biomedical application of micro–nanoengineered biomaterials.

Name In-plant principal Application in biomedical Work principal Ref.

Hydrogel polymers for 4D 
bioprinting

Insect-trapping action of 
Venus flytrap

Jumping microgel device Generates a snapping motion within 12 ms, The snap-buckling 
mechanism is responsible for the quick actuation

[157]

Smart photopatterned 
bilayer hydrogel actuators

Photopatterned actuators, stimuli-responsive hydrogel bilayers  
(pH and ionic strength), actuate bilayer structures into 3D structures

[158,159]

Braided hydrogel polymers Using braided fibers hydrogel polymer, stiffness tunable  
actuators with and force generation capacity

[160]

Hydrogel composites Shape-transforming 
leaf of Venus flytrap and 

awns of wild oats

Hybrid hydrogel Dynamically transform into shapes such as helical sheets  
with reversible chirality

[161]

Photo-origami designs React to specific wavelengths of light, fold into exact 3D structures 
from 2D sheets like leaf folding patterns

[156,162]

Ionic polymer–metal 
composites (IPMCs)

Rapid muscular move-
ments of Venus flytrap

A novel flytrap-inspired 
robot

Biomimetic sensor and actuator properties which characterize sensing 
and mechanical bending in an electrical field, resemble the Venus 

flytrap leave.

[163,164]

Osmotically actuated 
shape-changing  
structures

Hydraulic movements  
of Venus flytrap and 

sensitive plant

Reservoir chamber (RC) Chamber filled with solution and the actuation of the chamber filled 
with solute and solvent is separated by a solute-impermeable osmotic 
membrane. The two models are different in their implementation of 

the actuator:
1. actuation work stored on the elastic deformation of a spring by a 

piston that displaces through solvent flux
2. actuation work stored through the elastic deformation of a nonper-

meable bulging membrane

[165]

Model for morphing struc-
tures driven by pressure-

actuated cellular structures

ATP in nastic membranes activates proton pumps, moves selected 
ions into a cylindrical inclusion, electrochemical gradient activates 

co-transporters and exchangers

[136,166,167]

Plant nastic movements Protein-driven selective 
transport and highly targeted 

drug or vaccine delivery 
devices

Voltage-gated ion channels to control the activation. Dual activation 
chamber capable to induce simultaneous swelling and shrinking

[136,166]

Microswimmer Agapanthus africanus 
xylem duct

Drug carrier (Drug delivery 
system)

Magnetically propelled helical microswimmers from spiral vessels 
(xylem) of plants followed by coating with a magnetic nickel layer

[110]

Microdaggers Dracaena marginata  
calcified biotubes

Drug carrier (Drug delivery 
system)

Magnetically actuated calcified porous microneedles/ microdaggers 
from the Dracaena marginata plant possessed with drug carrier 

capability and coated with an iron magnetic layer to facilitate cellular 
drilling

[105]

Microbot Agaricus bisporus  
porous fragments

Drug carrier and loader 
(Drug delivery system)

Magnetic nanoparticles (FeONPs) and anticancer Dox carrier and 
loader

[168]

Shape memory polymer Plant surface Micro–nanowrinkles Film on which a metal thin was deposited before compression. The 
strain history of the SMP at the local scale can be remembered by the 
wrinkles and then reflected in the color change, with the help of the 

rigid metal thin film

[169–171]

Hydrophobic surface 
(special wettability)

Lotus Biopolymer film Electro-hydrodynamics (EHD) technique, a lotus-leaf-like  
microspheres and nanofibers, super-hydrophobic porous composite 

structure, increased surface roughness, 3D network formed by  
interweaving nanofibers.

[16]
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5.2. Drug Delivery Systems

Noninvasive procedures from injecting encapsulated drugs into 
the human bloodstream, transporting it to the target, deliv-
ering, and releasing the drugs for the specific treatment have 
been proposed as a leading-procedures for cancer therapy. 
Anticancer drugs loaded into microcapsules under an in vitro 
setup could be transported through the environment resem-
bling human blood with alkaline pH to suspend the drug and 
then deliver it to the cancerous cells, which have an acidic 
pH causing apoptosis of the cell, as shown in Figure  9B.[181] 
Gao  et  al. in 2014 reported a novel plant-derived approach to 
prepare high-yield, cost-effective magnetically propelled helical 
microswimmers directly from isolated spiral vessels (xylem) of 
plants, followed by magnetic nickel layer coating, as shown in 
Figure 10A. The plant material used in this system was derived 
from Agapanthus africanus xylem duct (Figure  10B), which 
lends to the biodegradability, biocompatibility, and ease of fabri-
cation of the microswimmer; the magnetic layer allows precise 
control of the direction and high-speed corkscrew propulsion 
(Figure 10C–E). This method offers a simple and cost-effective 
fabrication route for the mass production of defined and effec-
tive helical magnetic swimmers compared to generic methods 
to fabricate actuated helical microswimmers magnetically by 
utilizing the intrinsic natural structures of plant xylem spiral 
vessels and controlling the geometric variables of the vessels, 
such as pitch and helix diameter. These plant-derived helical 
microswimmers show significant potential for future biomed-
ical applications, such as advanced technology for noninvasive 
surgery, particularly because they can be propelled at high 
speeds in pure human serum.[110]

Bhuyan  et  al. in 2017 developed a simple, cost-effective, 
and magnetically controlled micromotor synthesized from 
mesoporous edible button mushrooms coated with magnetite 
nanoparticles. Micromotors mimicking microorganism move-
ments exhibited a chemotactic response using external alkali 
and acid stimuli by migrating toward or away from the chemical 
trigger. Micromotors with a negative ζ-potential could be loaded 
with the cationic anticancer drug doxorubicin to perform drug 
release control toward the vicinity of HeLa cells under in vitro 
conditions. The efficiency of the micromotors compared to 
that of the simple drug was found to be significantly higher in 
inducing cell apoptosis. The report holds significant advantages 
in developing mushrooms as biocompatible and effective drug 
delivery vectors under pH-responsive systems through self-
propelling micromotors, apart from being a rich dietary food 
source. Mushrooms can be considered a smart alternative for 
controlled drug delivery applications against synthetic materials 
with minimal side effects, which introduces new opportunities 
for mushroom-based prospective biomaterials for theranostic 
applications.[168]

Srivastava  et  al. in 2016 presented “dual-action microdag-
gers,” the first proof-of-concept in which plant-derived bio-
genic micromotors from Dracaena marginata exhibit dual 
functionality: to create a cellular incision and facilitate highly 
localized drug administration through drug release, as shown 
in Figure 11. The drug release property can be used to kill the 
harmful malignant cells or release supplementary medicine for 
the cells for better competition against some infections. The 

loading of the anticancer drug camptothecin on calcified bio-
tubes derived from idioblast cells is shown in Figure  11A and 
its structural properties are shown in Figure  11B. These bio-
tubes allow site-specific activation of the drug in HeLa cancer 
cells in an acidic environment.[182,183] This study shows that the 
“dual-action” (i.e., cell-microdrilling and drug release) of bio-
genic hybrid micromotors potentially achieve single-cell target 
precision of noninvasive surgery together with the additional 
advantage of the drug release property to act as a package of 
“drug-rehabilitating cellular microsurgery.” Calcified porous 
microneedles (40–60  µm long) extracted from Dracaena mar-
ginata[184,185] possess drug carrier capabilities (potentially cal-
cium-based drug carriers),[186,187] and are coated with a magnetic 
layer to facilitate microdrilling by external magnetic actuation. 
It should be noted that such calcified biotubes are present in 
several plant species, scattered among both photosynthetic 
and nonphotosynthetic plant tissues under specialized cells 
termed idioblasts.[188] This development of the next-generation 
concept for “drug rehabilitation microsurgery” feature is first 
introduced, where cancerous or infected cells can be targeted 
by drug release of anticancer or supplementary medication. 
The ability of the microdagger to drill into a single cell can also 
be adopted as an anchoring mechanism for docking the sub-
sequent release of other drug-mediated secondary treatments. 
This dual functionality of microdaggers will significantly reduce 
the treatment regimens associated with damage, such as chem-
otherapy. Finally, in the future, this type of micromotor will be 
influenced significantly by the choice of propulsion medium 
and technique, target-specific signaling sensors (microsen-
sors) or real-time imaging modalities, and high-volume power 
equipped with a robust controlling system.[105]

Artificial micro–nanomotors with autonomous propul-
sion and capabilities to complete specific tasks have been 
developed as intelligent devices or platforms for biomedical 
applications. Various types of biocompatible and biodegrad-
able materials, nature-derived polymers, and metals have 
been used for the construction of micro–nanomotors owing 
to their attractive physiological adaptive properties.[107] These 
biodegradable metals are metals and alloys that are expected 
to corrode gradually in vivo with an appropriate host response 
elicited by released corrosion products and then dissolve com-
pletely upon fulfilling the mission to assist with tissue healing 
with no implant residues.[189] Naturally available fuels, such as 
water, glucose, urea, and acid, are also utilized as substrates to 
improve their biocompatibility. Meanwhile, fuel-free micro–
nanomotors with the input of external fields, such as magnetic, 
ultrasound, electric, and light fields, exhibit promising highly 
controllable properties and effective propulsion, eliminating 
the use of fuel. Moreover, to improve the biocompatibility of 
micro–nanomotors, it is important to formulate a feasible 
strategy for synthetic material combinations and biological 
components. Despite the immense progress that has been 
made to improve the systems, the application of these small-
scale devices in real-world biomedicine is still in its infancy 
because the majority of micro–nanomotor frameworks that are 
currently available have problems with biodegradability. Con-
siderable attention needs to be paid to improving the system 
and optimizing the current fabricated materials. Furthermore, 
one of the most effective ways to improve micro–nanomotors 
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biodegradability is to use assembly materials such as supra-
molecular materials, layered nanomaterials, reversible bonded 
hydrogels, or physically responsive ingredients in construction. 
Another challenge faced by these systems is the identification 
of an appropriate energy source and propulsion mechanism to 
increase the in vivo biocompatibility. The low motion efficiency 

and short lifetime of fuel-powered micro–nanomotors are other 
concerns to be addressed because of the necessity to optimize 
the propulsion technique to achieve autonomous and effective 
propulsion without fuel systems. One promising approach to 
develop biocompatible micro–nanomotors is the development 
of biohybrid micromotor systems. Although further exploration 

Small 2022, 2201417

Figure 10. A) Plant-based microswimmers fabrication schematic. B) Optical microscopic image illustration of high density and uniformity of the natural 
helices. C) Microscope image of multiple magnetic helical microswimmers from Agapanthus africanus. Scale bar, 30 µm. D) i) The triaxial Helmholtz 
coil generates the rotating magnetic field. ii) SEM image of helical structure of a single microswimmer from Raphiolepsis indica. iii) Schematic of the 
corkscrew motion. Scale bar, 5 µm. E) i–v) Time lapse images depicting efficient propulsion of a helical microswimmer (from the spiral vessel of 
R. indica) under rotating magnetic field (10 G, 70 Hz) over 500 ms time intervals. Scale bar, 50 µm. Reproduced with permission.[110] Copyright 2014, 
American Chemical Society.
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of the coupling method of artificial materials and biological 
components (e.g., living cells and bacteria) is required, there 
are disadvantages of biomimetic materials, such as poor flex-
ibility, low structure controllability, and short service lifespan. 
Moreover, more attention should be paid to the components 
that could cause side effects, such as inflammatory responses 
or infections. The versatility of biomimetic system applications 

in the biomedical field, such as controlled drug release, mul-
tipurpose drug loading, precise imaging, and therapy must be 
explored further. Although the problems of this system have 
already been addressed, in vivo tests and safety assessments of 
micro–nanomotors applications require further exploration.[107]

Peng et al. in 2017 stated that micro–nanomotors at the cel-
lular level could be applied as catalytic, fuel-free, and targeted 

Figure 11. A) Schematics of biogenic microstructure extraction and the imparting of functional properties: a) D. marginata leaf highlighting plant cell 
walls. b) Calcified biotubes (raphides) present in the idioblast cells. c) Schematic representation of imparting magnetic and drug delivery properties to 
the biotube. B) Material characterization of biotubes: a) optical microscope image showing extracted calcified biotubes. b) XPS spectra of the unmodi-
fied biotube surface. c) SEM images showing i) single biotube, ii) surface of the biotubes with structural break, iii) inset highlighting internal cavity 
inside the porous biotube, and iv) edges running along the biotube. Reproduced with permission.[105] Copyright 2016, Wiley.
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drug delivery motors and can accomplish locomotion inside 
and toward cells. Micro–nanomotor systems are a promising 
method in overcoming the cell barrier and direct the payload 
of drug delivery to target cells. Compared with passive drug-
doped nanoparticles, active micro–nanomotors are superior in 
accessing solid tumor tissue cells, and high pressure blocks the 
entry of external molecules.[98]

5.3. Tissue Engineering

The electro-hydrodynamics (EHD) technique is a versatile 
and effective method for producing micro–nanofibers or par-
ticles.[119] Lotus-leaf-like microspheres and nanofibers with 
superhydrophobic porous composite structures were prepared 
using the EHD method.[125] The porous microsphere structure 
increases the surface roughness, which contributes to the supe-
rhydrophobicity and 3D network, which is formed by nanofiber 
interweaving to strengthen the composite film. The special wet-
tability, large surface area, flexibility, and superhydrophobic film 
properties of lotus leaves also inspired the design of flexible 
hemisphere arrangements modified with 1-dodecanethiol using 
the fabricated thermal dispersion of silver nanoparticles.[123] 
The obtained biomimetic film stratification showed remarkable 
superhydrophobicity and good flexibility and was similar to the 
natural lotus leaves, which were built from hierarchical micro–
nanostructure properties.[16] Figure 9C shows that the effect of 
controlled surface wettability can change the microstructures, 
and the shapes of water droplets can change corresponding to 
the four states of the microstructures.[15]

Advanced research has shown intelligent control of surface 
wettability by controlling the surface chemistry and microstruc-
ture. Surface chemistry is controlled by modifying the solid sub-
strates of numerous responsive molecules (Figure 12A-a), which 
can easily transition between hydrophilicity and hydrophobicity 
to achieve a smart wetting performance. These properties have 
inspired the development of shape memory polymers (SMPs), 
which can recover their original shape after deformation under 
external stimuli (e.g., heat, light, and water).[190] SMPs have the 
ability to perform particular smart functions, such as switch-
able adhesion,[191] tunable optics,[192] and biomedical chips.[193] 
They also have unique advantages in that they can memorize 
and display various surface microstructure shapes, as displayed 
in Figure  12A-b, without external action assistance. However, 
contact angles and sliding angles (Figure  12C) of SMPs have 
several novel tunable functions (e.g., switchable isotropic and 
anisotropic wetting,[194] controllable gradient wetting,[195] and 
novel applications, such as rewritable platforms for droplet 
storage[196] and droplet transportation).[197] Moreover, combining 
responsive molecules and tunable SMP properties can achieve 
the coordinated regulation of surface chemistry and microstruc-
ture (Figure 12A-c). A schematic illustration of self-healing wet-
ting on superhydrophobic SMP surfaces and wetting switching 
on superomniphobic SMP surfaces are shown in Figure 12D,E, 
respectively. Lotus-leaf-like hierarchical micro–nanostructures 
were prepared on a shape-memory epoxy resin substrate. They 
exhibited a crushed microstructure by pressing it and could be 
recovered by a heating process exhibiting self-healing ability 
(Figure 12D-a–f). The process of heating rearranges the surface 

chemical groups so that hydrophobic groups on polar and non-
polar groups exchange differentiation (Figure 12D-g–h). Similar 
to self-healing wetting, wetting switching on superomniphobic 
SMP surfaces can reversibly switch the shape between the orig-
inal mushroom-like shape and collapsed shape by pressing it 
(Figure 12E-a–c). However, the superomniphobic surface water 
and oil (hexadecane) droplets have different switching proper-
ties, as water is always in the Cassie wetting state (Figure 12E-
d–f). However, oil exhibited a highly adhesive Wenzel wetting 
state (Figure  12E-g–i). Finally, based on the excellent control-
ling ability of morphology and wettability of the SMP, the sur-
face can be applied as a rewritable substrate to create different 
liquid patterns, as displayed by the patterns “UTD” and “CSU” 
shown in Figure 12E-j–k.[15]

5.4. Biosensing

Inspired by complex yet versatile leaf and petal surfaces, a 
mechanically directed self-assembly process with micro- and 
nanosized surface wrinkles, linearly oriented on an all-polymer 
bilayer system with a SMP substrate, was developed. The influ-
ence of the substrate programming strain and coating thick-
ness on the wrinkle period and height was systematically 
investigated to determine a method to control the wrinkle size. 
The temperature during the recovery process can also be used 
to tailor the structural dimensions because the parameter is 
unique only to SMPs. Moreover, this method uses a biomimetic 
second structuring step of hierarchically structured petal sur-
faces of tulips and daisies to provide a large-scale, mold-free, 
and cost-effective way to fabricate a full polymer with adjust-
able structure size and intrinsic irregularity for self-cleaning 
surfaces and light management in solar cells in biomedical 
applications.[171,180]

Collaborative efforts in various fields, such as engineering, 
microbiology, physics, chemistry, biology, and biotechnology 
are required to develop biosensors owing to their versatility in 
different areas. The developed biosensors have been rigorously 
researched, including calorimetric and thermal detection, ion-
sensitive, optical, piezoelectric, electrochemical, and immuno-
biosensors. For glucose sensing, two enzymes, namely, glucose 
oxidases (G-ox) and glucose dehydrogenases, are often used 
for large-scale glucose detection. Graphene-(G-ox) bio-compos-
ites displayed excellent sensitivity of 1.85 µA mM−1  cm−2 in a 
0.1 × 10−3 to 27 × 10−3 m glucose range. The potential bio-appli-
cation of the engineered biosensor over human serum was also 
studied, which exhibited precise sensitivity results when evalu-
ating blood glucose levels.[16]

One of the main challenges of biosensing techniques is 
the time-consuming sample preparation. Fast or selective tar-
geting and sensing of unprocessed biological samples using 
receptor-functionalized autonomously moving motors is a 
promising approach. The motion of micro–nanomotors pro-
vides a novel approach for detecting rRNA or other biomole-
cules.[198] This motor system has also been proven to success-
fully detect RNA not only secreted by cells but also inside the 
cells.[101] 1D plasmonic magnetic nanotubes incorporated with 
nickel nanomagnets and dual-surface-coated plasmonic silver 
nanoparticles have been reported to be used for sensing in 
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Figure 12. A) Strategy for smart wetting control inspired by Lotus leaf for shape changing polymer based on a) responsive molecules for surface 
chemistry control; b) SMPs for surface microstructure control; and c) coordinated regulation of both surface chemistry and microstructure. PNIPAAm 
= poly(N-isopropylacrylamide), PCL = polycaprolactone, MDA = 11-mercaptoundecanoic acid, PDMAEMA = poly(2-dimethylaminoethyl methacrylate), 
PAN = polyaniline, PPY = polypyridine. B) Schematic illustration of surface microstructure variation between two states. C) Schematic illustration of 
liquid/solid contact models: a) a flat surface, b) the Wenzel state, and c) the Cassie state. D) SEM images for SMP pillars in the a) original, b) deformed, 
and c) recovered shapes. d–f) Schematic illustration of surface group reorganization during plasma and heating processes. g,h) Shapes of a water 
droplet on the surface in different states. E) SEM images for SMP pillars in the a) original, b) collapsed, and c) restored shapes. d–f) Shapes of a water 
droplet on the surface corresponding to different pillar shapes. g–i) Shapes of a hexadecane droplet on the surface correspond to different pillar shapes. 
j,k) Different liquid patterns repeatedly created on the SMP surface. Reproduced with permission.[15] Copyright 2019, Wiley.
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situ cell membrane composition.[199] The embedded nanomag-
nets and silver nanoparticles facilitated magnetic maneuvering 
and surface-enhanced Raman scattering detection. Typically, 
external chemical fuel utilization in the systems may interfere 
with detection results; therefore, motor systems that can uti-
lize sample media or components are highly desirable. Future 
developments should consider the possible impact of any motor 
reaction or inducing pH changes on the sensing results.[98]

5.5. Antimicrobial, Anticancer, and Antioxidant

Micro–nanomotors doped with nanoparticles can act as delivery 
agents for therapeutic molecules and perform as therapeutic 
agents. An approach was developed to produce platinum nan-
oparticle-loaded polyelectrolyte microtube motors coated with 
gold nanoshells and tumor-targeting peptide T7 (containing 
the HAIYPRH sequence) on the surface. After localizing to the 
tumor cells, micromotors selectively recognize and target HeLa 
cells. No binding was observed between red blood cells (as 
control cells) and the tumor cells, but dissipated heat from the 
gold plasmon resonance upon using near-infrared, resulting in 
a temperature increase of ≈10 °C in the 70 mm range around 
the micromotors. Subsequent apoptosis of the targeted cells 
was observed, and in this case, the micromotors were demon-
strated to be photothermal agents for the selective eradication 
of cancer cells.[98,102]

Plant-assisted synthesis of nanoparticles has important roles 
in biomedical applications, as shown in Table  1. Silver (Ag), 
gold (Au), platinum (Pt), and palladium (Pd) nanoparticles 
mostly have antimicrobial and anticancer properties.[34,43,57,61] 
Ag can also degrade hazardous chemical rye[32] and improve 
catalytic performance.[33] In addition to these roles, the bime-
tallic structure of silver–iron (Ag–Fe) nanoparticles contains 
antifungal agents derived from Beta vulgaris.[38] Copper (Cu) 
and bimetal gold–silver (Au–Ag) exhibit enhanced wound-
healing efficacy.[45,51] Cu, Pd, and Pt nanoparticles and selenium 
oxide (SnO2) also exhibit antioxidant activity.[50,56,61,65] Pd, CuO, 
and SnO2 exhibited the photocatalytic performance of nanopar-
ticles.[53,58,65] Withania somnifera-Eclipta prostrata-doped TiO2 
nanoparticles shown in Figure 9E exhibited good antibacterial 
activity against both gram-positive and gram-negative bacteria, 
and as the concentration increased, cell viability decreased, 
which in turn increased the anticancer activity.[63]

Core–shell nanoparticles from plants have proven to be 
superior compared to bacteria and fungi in assisted processes. 
Plants are considered suitable candidates for large-scale expedi-
tious green synthesis of nanoparticles and a higher rate of syn-
thesis compared to processes aided by microorganisms. More-
over, the nature of extract has a notable effect on the availability 
of functional groups, such as aldehydes, carboxyls, hydroxyls, 
and aminos on nanoparticle surfaces, which can bind to a 
variety of biological structures, including DNAs, proteins, anti-
bodies, polymers, and enzymes. These choices of extracts have 
advantages such as reduction of the metals salts.[200] Therefore, 
determining the interaction of nanoparticles from plants is nec-
essary to understand the synthesis from different aspects and 
to have better strategies for addressing challenges and future 

prospects of their use in therapeutic and pharmacological appli-
cations for various diseases and types of cancer.[201]

6. Conclusions and Future Perspectives

We reported some recent studies on plant-actuated micro–
nanorobot platforms, including their structural design, 
functionality prospects, and promising applications in the 
biomedical field. Through a strategic implementation of the 
bottom-up and top-down approaches of biomimetics, plant 
systems that only work on the plant itself can be utilized and 
adapted into new emerging technologies in robotics. Current 
studies indicate that plant-derived micro–nanomaterials have 
several benefits for biomedical applications, such as being 
highly biocompatible, efficient, cost-effective, and safe, which 
contributes to a sustainable world. There are several sources 
of micro–nanostructures of plants, such as nanoparticles 
derived from plant extracts, which can be a valuable resource 
for various biomedical applications (e.g., 3D bioprinting, 
enhanced tissue engineering, drug delivery systems, biosen-
sors, and antimicrobial and anticancer applications). Further-
more, the development of micro–nanostructures on broader 
integrated systems, such as nanofiber composites and nano-
porous materials, provides a promising and important role in 
several fields, including 3D and 4D bioprinting, drug delivery 
systems, and surface wettability. Moreover, naturally modi-
fied micro–nanomotors are expected to meet the challenges of 
biocompatibility and targeted delivery in cancer therapy. Plant 
micro–nanosystems also enable it to adapt to new novel tech-
nologies in micro–nanoscale biomedical fields. For example, 
the surface wettability of plants plays an important role in 
maintaining dual surface switchable wettability based on the 
environment. The energy conversion and harvesting proper-
ties of chloroplasts can be used to create a piezoelectric device 
that can be used to conduct green energy. Osmotic actuation 
also plays an important role in rapid nastic movements to pro-
vide no-muscle movements and activate bending–twisting and 
swelling–shrinking properties, which then become an inspira-
tion for soft robotics and SMPs.

However, some points need to be addressed for further 
improvement. Biomimetics provide a platform to mimic the 
structure of nature and adapt it to other synthetic structures. 
However, it is challenging to directly emulate the functionality 
perfected over centuries of evolution into a novel structure. 
The motions of micro–nanomotors with micro- and nanoscale 
entities propelled in solution are governed by diverse and con-
tradictory behaviors of physical laws when compared to mac-
roscale systems. Smaller matter in large volumes has a larger 
exposed area than a large object, which is susceptible to a high 
rate of energy dissipation compared to its ability to store the 
required fuel. Therefore, external sources of power that harness 
the systems are preferred to propel motors.

In addition, the prominent viscous drag relative to the 
fluids becomes particularly challenging to move on small-scale 
motors. Consequently, a low-Reynolds number system governs 
the motion, which is significantly different from the macroscale 
matter. Therefore, it is mandatory to detect a clear displacement 
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of the movement by disturbing the symmetry of the systems 
through a suitable design of the motor, geometry, and surface 
chemistry.

The applicability of micro–nanomotors for in vivo applica-
tions is also challenging. The immune system of the body is the 
largest barrier to in vivo applications because it is recognized as 
a foreign material. Therefore, the motor systems need to con-
quer it with a high level of precision to target a specific site, par-
ticularly to reach remote locations by penetrating several layers 
of tissues and cells.

Developing micro–nanomotors into readily available and 
mass-produced materials still needs to pass commercially real-
istic parameters (e.g., ease of fabrication, mass producibility, 
and cost-effectiveness). Therefore, it is essential to match the 
design, composition, and propulsion mechanisms to these 
aspects. Novel plant-actuated micro–nanomaterials have dif-
ferent structures compared to materials that are mass pro-
duced nowadays and are still superior in terms of practicality 
and durability. In addition, continuous efforts and hard work 
are required to improve the quality of plant-derived products so 
that mass-production can be achieved.

Therefore, scientists continue to pursue the first step toward 
a green and sustainable planet and develop plant-based nano-
materials as an emerging material source with a wide range of 
applications, particularly in fast-paced biomedical engineering. 
Moreover, the future of nanomedicine will depend on the 
rational engineering of various nanomaterials with controlled 
physicochemical properties to dictate their interactions in an 
anticipated manner with biological systems for biomedical 
applications. Additionally, a detailed and thorough under-
standing of nano-bio interactions from several sources, such as 
the plant systems mentioned in this paper, is required to dis-
cover favorable physicochemical characteristics of various nano-
materials, which may render them more responsive toward the 
inner biological environment for therapeutic benefits without 
any toxic impacts.
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